
What does 
“content-first” mean?



What does a 
“content-first” 
approach mean?

● Realistic

● Sustainable

● Supported

● Defined & 

documented

● Holistic

WHERE DOES THIS 
DATA COME FROM?

WHO UPDATES 
THIS NAME/INFO?

ARE PROGRAMS 
AUTHORITATIVE 
CONTENT?

AVAILABILITY OF 
BRAND GUIDELINES

HOW OFTEN IS 
PROGRAM INFO 

REVIEWED?

DOES THIS 
PROGRAM HAVE 
VISUAL ASSETS?



POLL TIME!



How to empower 
content creators



Content Strategy
Translate a high-level brand platform into actionable content guidance



Content Strategy
Explain and contextualize key principles that heavily influence content creation



Web Style Guides
Activate the brand strategy by 

providing actionable guidance for 

day-to-day content creation.



Content Templates
Write copy aligned to website structure in order to reduce content entry 

challenges, as well as to encourage consistency regarding brand and tone. 



Content Training
Having well-trained and appropriately 

empowered content editors is the key to a 

successful, consistent publishing strategy. 

Web content training can address:

● Messaging and style (brand expression)

● Governance process

● Editorial process and content planning

● Usage of content templates to ensure 

stylistic consistency and alignment to 

site structure



Content Training
Training activities give content creators a hands-on 

opportunity to apply branding and content strategy 

concepts in a learning environment.



References and Support
Create templates and documents that can 

serve as content strategy “cheat sheets”



POLL TIME!



Web Governance
Governance repairs the bridge between organizational challenges and website effectiveness 



Web Governance
Clearly define website roles, responsibilities, 

and relationships — this in turn sets 

expectations and informs publishing protocol



CMS Author Interface
A clear and intuitive content authoring experience reduces friction in the publishing process



“Content-first” at
West Virginia University
by way of “design-first”…



The “Marketing Ops” Team at WVU
“Marketing Ops” is a multi-disciplinary team that supports our recruitment and 

marketing teams. Our primary role is content management on the web.

● Roles: 
○ Team/Tech Lead (me)

○ Content Strategist/Writer

○ Digital Creative Lead

○ Content Designer (part-time)

● Guiding principles: 
○ Build Connections

○ Document and Share (to Scale Our Work/Impact)

○ Iterate and Evolve



WVU Design System
The WVU Design System is a set of principles and guidelines, as well as a collection of 

code and visual assets that make it easy to create consistent, WVU-branded websites.



Key to Design System: Components
A design system gives designers reusable 

components and patterns to build and 

manage projects at scale.

● New designs are quick to build due to 

reusing existing patterns and elements.

● Present a unified and consistent brand 

across platforms and channels.

● Less work “reinventing the wheel.”

● Reference point for new hires and 

external agencies.



POLL TIME!



Components in Action
Design system components are combined 

like Lego blocks to create our web pages. 

The WVU home page features a number of 

common components:

● Masthead

● Navigation

● Hero

● Featurette grouping with featurettes

● Quicklinks group

● Student profile



Component Breakdown: Hero
Our definition: A hero features the main content and call to action. This content should 

reflect the site’s most important user need or goal.

Title

Teaser

Call to action

Background image

Common attributes of a hero include:



Component Breakdown: Featurettes
Our definition: Feature a series of content chunks in the same format, for example a 

thumbnail, header, blurb, and call to action, that users can scan quickly.

Title

Teaser

Call to action

Image

Section title

Section lede



Components: Design vs. Content

��
Components describe and standardize content as much as they describe and standardize 

design.



Design vs. Content: Featurettes #1
Design is layered on top of – and is an attribute of – content. Content authors are given 

the flexibility to find solutions. For example, does this layout fit the content/message?



Design vs. Content: Featurettes #2
Or does this layout fit it better?



Design vs. Content: Featurettes #3
Or how about this one? Design is in service of content. And it’s up to the content creator.



Component-based Content Templates
Google Docs-based templates that match to design system components and patterns. 

One doc equals one page. A page can contain any number and combination of “blocks.”



CCTs in Action 
Web pages in support of client’s digital ad 

campaigns are one of our most common use 

cases for component-based content 

templates (CCTs).

CCTs give us an easy way to collaborate, 

avoid content blobs, ensures the client 

prioritizes their needs and speeds up time to 

launch.

This is an example of one college’s campaign 

page for students from Ohio.



CCTs Breakdown: Hero



CCTs Breakdown: Featurettes



Component-based CMS
WVU has utilized a 3rd party platform, Contentful, to build a component-based content 

management system built around our components and building block structure.

Describing a hero component / block Describing a page that’s built with blocks



Component-based CMS: Hero



Next Steps at WVU
We hope to continue on the path of “content-first.” As a central organization we have 

many tools that we use that we hope to open to more groups like:

● Expanding the “cheat sheets” and training related to our CCTs: This has been 

great for our team. We need to encourage others to do it for all-the-things. We’ve 

received positive feedback so far.

● Releasing our content catalog and content calendar: We have standardized 

collections like profiles, FAQS and programs within our component-based CMS. We 

need to show people what we have so they can contribute.

● Connecting authors to tools like Google Optimize, MS Clarity and Data Studio: 
“Fire and Forget” seems to be one of our great skills. We need to evaluate and iterate 

in order to truly improve our content.


